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EMC: Emotion-Aware
Mobile Cloud Computing in 5G
Min Chen, Yin Zhang, Yong Li, Shiwen Mao, and Victor C. M. Leung
Abstract

With the development of 5G, the wireless world will be interconnected without barriers. This new technology will enable many challenging applications, and more
personalized and interactive services are expected to be available with resourcelimited mobile terminals. Fortunately, mobile cloud computing (MCC) emerging in
the context of 5G has the potential to overcome this bottleneck, which enables
many resource-intensive services for mobile users with the support of mobile big
data delivery and cloud-assisted computing. In this article we propose a novel
framework named EMC in the context of 5G, which offers personalized emotionaware services by MCC and affective computing. With the proposed framework,
the traditional MCC architecture is modified to achieve the required Quality of
Experience in emotion-aware applications. Furthermore, we design a partitioning
solution corresponding to the fundamental trade-off between the communication
and computation in EMC. The framework would be helpful to provide personalized, human-centric, intelligent emotion-aware services in 5G.

A

dvances in wearable computing, social networking,
and the Internet of Things (IoT) are transforming
traditional network applications to be more
human-centric. Especially with the recent developments in mobile cloud computing (MCC) and mobile communications, the user’s experience can be greatly enhanced by the
notion of “carrying small while enjoying large” [1].
As the mobile communications industry traveled a long way
from 2G to 4G, now 5G aims to change the world by connecting anything to anything. Different from its previous versions,
the research of 5G is focusing on new spectrum bands [2],
wireless transmissions [3], cellular networking, etc., for an
increase in capacity. It will be an intelligent technology to
interconnect the wireless world without barriers. Along with
MCC technology, 5G networks are paving the way for the
computing-intensive applications involving multi-dimensional
massive data processing assisted by the cloud [4].
The system characteristics of 5G include high data rate, low
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latency, and high capacity to support various challenging
applications. Despite the powerful access capabilities offered
by 5G mobile networks, the following issues still need to be
addressed to satisfy mobile users’ requirements of quality of
experience (QoE).

Insufficient Emotion-Oriented Care — Although the development of sensors and wearable devices has spawned a plethora
of mobile, pervasive, and intelligent applications as well as
new service models, users’ psychological status is challenging
to deal with to meet the increasing demands of emotional
care. Most existing emotion-aware applications sense emotion
by the relationship between the user’s emotion and behavioral
patterns of the mobile phone usage [5]. However, the inference accuracy of emotion recognition is either limited by the
small scale data collected by smartphones, or dependent on
labor-intensive manual labeling processes, which limit the provisioning of sufficient emotion-oriented care. Thus, the major
purpose of such applications is for smartphone-based entertainment [6]. By comparison, this article also considers “serious” emotion care for improving people’s health status,
especially for those suffering from abnormal mental states.
Resource-Limited Feedback — Nowadays, the usage patterns of
mobile phones such as call logs and SMS logs, as well as environmental data collection assisted by the smartphone’s built-in
sensors, have been utilized to develop personalized applications and services based on human emotion [5]. However, the
feedback of such emotion-aware applications simply relies on
the smartphone itself, which limits the provisioning of a higher quality of QoE.
Manual Intervention — Being influenced by the traditional service model, most mobile applications passively respond to
user input, such as text, touch, voice, image, and so on. Yet
applications cannot be aware of a user’s “voiceless” require-
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mobile services by recognizing users’ emotional changes
through cloud computing and big data analysis. EMC
infers emotion based on affective computing, which is a
complex process requiring a paradigm shift in user modelLocal cloudlet
ing, for example, mode of operation, expression characteristics, attitudes, preferences, cognitive styles, background
Figure 1. The proposed EMC architecture.
knowledge, and so on. The performance of affective computing largely depends on the quality of collected data,
which could be very large in volume and variety. The
quickly and efficiently, according to their physical and emomore types and larger scale of emotional data, the higher the
tional status.
accuracy of emotional analysis results. Hence, in order to proTo solve the challenging issues that arise in the EMC archivide accurate and timely emotion-aware services, affective
tecture, we investigate a comprehensive emotion-aware system
computing is resource-intensive based on the analysis of emowith the support of the latest technology advances, such as
tional big data in the forms of text, video, social data, facial
mobile cloud computing and 5G. The main contributions of
features, and physiological signals, among others.
this work include:
Recently, most existing healthcare systems only provide
• Enabling computation-intensive affective computing in
care for the user’s physiological status while EMC also takes
mobile applications by MCC and big data analysis.
into account the user’s mental status. The existing healthcare
• Providing users with resource cognition-based emotionsystems exhibit the following features:
aware feedback by utilizing the abundant cloud resources
• Wearable and mobile devices are used to collect the user’s
and the broadband bandwidth supported by 5G.
physiological information.
• Identifying a novel EMC partitioning design trade-off to
• They only collect the user’s physical status, but are not
guarantee users’ QoE while achieving optimized resource
aware of the user’s stress levels, unhealthy emotion, and
allocation under dynamic mobile network environments.
even mental illness conditions.
The remainder of this article is organized as follows. We
• The existing mode based on wearable devices for collecting
first present the EMC architecture and then present a collabphysiological information will give a negative psychological
orative local cloudlet architecture for data collection and preimplication that the user is in poor health.
processing, as well as a proposed remote cloud for emotion
In particular, for users in a mood of loneliness and depresrecognition and service push. Next we introduce elastic emosion, such a “conscious” way to collect and present their phystion-aware computing by joint cloud, communications, and
iological information may lead to even more serious mental
device resource optimization. Then we conclude the article.
illness.
In contrast, with emotion care, the above problems can be
alleviated. As examples, EMC can serve various scenarios as
Architecture
follows.
• For elderly people, EMC can collect their physical condiThe proposed EMC architecture is shown in Fig. 1, which
tions, as well as perceive their mental status, which alleviincludes three main components: a mobile terminal, a local
ates their loneliness and other negative emotions.
cloudlet, and a remote cloud.
• For those working in a closed environment over a long periEMC Infrastructure Functional Components
od, such as deep-sea or space exploration, EMC can be utilized to perceive their emotions and help adjust their
In EMC, infrastructure functional components, which consist
physical and mental state to ensure successful completion
of mobile terminals, a local cloudlet, and a remote cloud, provide
of their missions.
hardware support for data collection and affective feedback.
• For people suffering from social autism, EMC can sense
Mobile terminal: Affective computing based on physiologitheir abnormal mental state and help them escape from the
cal signals typically utilizes learning classification algorithms
shadows of social phobia.
to analyze users’ physical status, such as electromyography
• For patients leaving the hospital who bear dual physical and
(EMG), electrocardiogram (ECG), electroencephalogram
psychological pressures, EMC can customize an individual
(EEG), and so on [9]. With integrated sensors and installed
rehabilitation strategy and guide them to recover more
plug-ins, mobile terminals collect the physiological emotional
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Figure 2. Illustration of the EMC Task components.

data. Furthermore, some basic emotional feedback is supported by the output of the mobile terminal.
Local cloudlet: Through various short range radio communication technologies, nearby static and mobile devices (e.g. PCs,
mobile devices, home appliances, and robots) can be interconnected to form a local cloudlet, which has three functions in
EMC. First, it provides more emotional data, especially multimedia emotional data. Second, due to the complex mobile environment, the collected data will be noisy and redundant. The
local cloudlet can preprocess such data, in order to improve the
data quality and reduce data size. Third, the various devices in
the local cloudlet can be used for affective feedback.
Remote cloud: Typically, the remote cloud is implemented
in a data center. In order to improve QoS/QoE, the analysis of
emotional big data is performed in the remote cloud to achieve
high accuracy of emotion detection and timely affective interaction. In addition, complex emotion inference is carried out
in an inference engine installed in the remote cloud. For each
user, a personal classifier can be built up based on historical
data associated with the user’s emotion labels. Then, the personal classifier will be strengthened by retrieving more updated
data from both the mobile terminal and local cloudlet.

EMC Task Components
EMC applies the concept of “divide and conquer” such that an
emotion-aware service is divided into multiple task components.
As shown in Fig. 2, EMC includes several functional modules
that correspond to various categories of task components.
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Emotional data collection: Through mobile terminals, various emotional data can be sensed, such as voice, facial expressions, gestures, body movements, etc. Even physiological
signals can be sensed via healthcare and other plug-ins. In the
local cloudlet, EMC is able to retrieve multimedia emotional
data with additional equipment such as a device with facial
feature recognition software and a video camera. Based on
the rich computational resources in the remote cloud, it is
also possible to extract emotional information from social networks and collect historical emotional data. Figure 2 shows
the multi-dimensional emotional data collected by the mobile
terminal, local cloudlet, and remote cloud.
Emotional data analysis: EMC analyzes emotional data
through two approaches:
•Based on traditional affective computing, user emotion
can be recognized from text, image, video, and other emotional data collected by mobile terminals and the local cloudlet.
•Based on the big data technology, multidimensional emotional data obtained from social networks can be rapidly analyzed after dimension reduction, and emotional models can be
established via feature extraction from a great volume of historical emotional data.
Resource cognition: Once user emotion has been recognized, all hardware resources available for emotional feedback
should be cognised. On one hand, resource information is
recorded in the remote cloud for quickly locating static
resources. On the other hand, since user activities may change
at any time, available resources cognised around a user are
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organized dynamically and temporarily for emotional feedback.
Emotion-aware action feedback:
Based on the comprehensive consideration of user emotion, location,
and behavior, a command list for
effective feedback is generated in
the remote cloud, and transmitted to
the local cloudlet to establish a
human-centric emotional feedback
system, which provides users with
personalized affective-aware services. As shown in Fig. 3, various
devices are utilized in the home environment to comfort a user according
to the result of emotion detection.
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Data Processing
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friends according to
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Movie title:
Memory with
my son

SNS

Master is
lonely, cold, hungry,
and
missing his/her son.

Play music according to master’s emotion.

Make room warm!
Cook!
Food

Emotion
detection

Figure 3. Emotional feedback actions supported by the local cloudlet formed by typical
devices in home environment.

There are four steps of emotional
data processing in the EMC architecture, as shown in Fig. 1: data collection, data preprocessing, emotion recognition, and service push. Typically,
emotional data collection and preprocessing are accomplished
in the local cloudlet, while emotion recognition and service
push are performed in the remote cloud.

Local Cloudlet
Different from the traditional MCC framework, the local
cloudlet under the EMC framework includes the mobile
devices as well as the local devices. The virtualization technology is also implemented to abstract the computing power of
communications equipment for the resource pool, collect and
preprocess data locally. The local cloudlet mainly provides
collaborative data collection and collaborative data preprocessing.

Collaborative Data Collection — Affective computing requires
a large collection of sensory data, while the user’s mobile
device resources are usually limited. In order to meet the data
requirements of affective computing, we design a collaborative
data sensing mechanism that utilizes the equipment in the
local cloudlet to collect a full range of user data through the
following collaboration approaches.
Static collaboration: The approach uses static equipment in
the local cloudlet (i.e. computer, camera, microphone, etc.) to
collect the user’s voice, pictures, video, and other data.
Because the static equipment is more resourceful and powerful, a better data quality can be achieved. However, since the
user may be highly mobile, while the static device cannot
change its position as the user does, the performance of static
cooperation depends heavily on the current geographic location of the user.
Dynamic collaboration: Around the mobile user, there may
be plenty of other devices that can help to collect various
data. This collaborative approach effectively compensates for
the lack of static collaboration. With this approach, according
to the user’s location, a user-centric data collection field can
be dynamically formed, which effectively ensures the continuity of data collection. For example, as shown in Fig. 3, the
combination of home appliances used for dynamic data collection changes while the user moves from one room to another
room. However, in this way, there will be a large number of
redundant and invalid data, which reduces the quality of the
data collected.
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In summary, through the comprehensive utilization of
dynamic and static collaborative data collection, we can
ensure the effectiveness and persistence of data perceived at
any time and any place.

Collaborative Data Preprocessing — Depending only on the
mobile device, it is difficult to effectively handle massive sensing data. Therefore, we need to use a local static device collaboration. In addition, with the development of mobile network
technology, virtualization technology is being recognized as an
important component of 5G. Therefore, in order to improve
the ability of local data preprocessing, we can abstract computing units of the local network devices (such as switches,
routers, base stations) to form a resource pool to provide a
powerful computing capability. Collaborative data preprocessing in the local cloudlet offers the following functions.
Data cleaning: By cleaning up the collected data, we can
identify uncertain, inaccurate, incomplete, or unreasonable data
and then modify or delete it to improve the data quality. In the
clean-up process, the format, integrity, reasonableness, and limitation of the data should be examined. Data cleaning is essential to maintain the consistency and accuracy of data analysis.
Eliminate redundancy: Data redundancy will increase the
unnecessary data transmission overhead and bring the defect
to the storage system, leading to waste of storage space,
resulting in data inconsistencies, reduction of data reliability,
and causing data corruption. Redundancy detection, data filtering, and other means are needed to reduce the redundancy
of collected data. In particular, there is a need to use image
and video data compression methods to effectively reduce the
volume of multimedia data.
Data integration: The accuracy of sentiment analysis and
prediction depends on the diversity of the collected data. We
can integrate the emotional data to guarantee data atomicity
and reduce the overhead of data transmission. Due to the
particularity of mobile data, we propose a data integration
method that treats the user as a unit and the space-time labels
as the primary key. In Fig. 4, the data structure for data integration is illustrated as an example.

Remote Cloud
The remote cloud can provide a wealth of resources to support affective computing, and more importantly, it provides
more data sources. For example, we use the information that
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smaller terminal workload are needed, while Fig.
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Key
Value
Specifically, as shown in Fig. 6a, with sufficient 5G support, the remote cloud can provide
Figure 4. Illustrative example of a data structure for data integration.
more accurate resource cognition and more
rapid action feedback (A2, …, A n) while mobile
devices and the local cloudlet just provide inevitable data
the user published in social networks to extract its emotional
collection (D 1 , D 4 ) and action feedback (A 1 ). As shown in
information, and combine it with the collected mobile environment information for enhanced analysis. This way, we can
Fig. 6b, if 5G support is expensive or limited, the remote
improve the accuracy of emotion recognition, and also
cloud will only execute the compute-intensive tasks, that is,
improve the accuracy of the emotion model. As shown in Fig. 5,
emotional big data analysis and emotion detection. Meanthe remote cloud consists of the following three modules.
while, the local cloudlet and mobile devices will be assigned
Emotion analyzer: Using advanced affective computing
with more tasks. Not only all the action feedback tasks will
algorithms, we can extract emotional features from the colbe executed by the local cloudlet and mobile devices, but
lected data, and rely on the emotional decision support model
also resource cognition will be supported by the local
libraries to identify the user’s current emotional state. Once
cloudlet.
the analysis is completed, the results will be sent to the emoMore 5G Support and Smaller Terminal Workload
tion pusher. In addition, the current analysis results and
extracted emotional characteristics will be transferred to the
In this scenario, EMC offloads the major tasks to the remote
emotion model library for storage.
cloud, while only the essential tasks are processed in the
Models library: This module provides three main functions:
mobile terminal and local cloudlet.
decision support, based on emotional features extracted by
Emotional data collection: With bandwidth-intensive delivthe emotion analyzer to match the best result from the model
ery supported by 5G, it is more effective to collect and translibrary, and to provide the decision identified as emotion
mit a large variety and volume of emotional data, especially
recognition; model update, based on the result of the emotion
for multimedia data with big volumes.
analyzer to update the existing models in the emotion library;
Emotional data analysis: Not only emotion detection based
and model enhancement, using other networks’ emotional
but also affective feedback solution are provided in the
information to verify the emotional state of the analysis in the
remote cloud to support a rapid emotion-aware action.
same environment, and enhancing existing models.
Resource cognition: Based on the static resource record
Results publisher: According to the recognized results of
with location tag stored in the remote cloud, available devices
the emotion analyzer, the emotional state will be pushed to
and media can be quickly identified around a user location to
mobile application providers to provide a scientific basis for
establish an affective feedback solution.
their emotional perception services.
Emotion-aware action feedback: According to the affective
feedback solution and resource cognition, the remote cloud
controls various resources to provide comprehensive emotionaware actions, while the local cloudlet provides some basic
Elastic Emotion-Aware Computing by Joint
actions.
Cloud, Communications, and Device
Obviously, this scenario improves QoE with more effective data collection, more accurate data analysis, more
Resource Optimization
timely resource cognition, and richer feedback. However,
requiring more 5G support causes higher communications
Similar to the traditional MCC, the trade-off between comcost. For example, with more 5G support and smaller termunication and computation is a great challenge in EMC.
minal workload, a robotic and cloud-assisted healthcare
Figure 6 illustrates the EMC partitioning design to improve
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Figure 5. Composition of the remote cloud.
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Figure 6. The illustration of the trade-off in the design of EMC partitioning.
system can be implemented for empty nester and other
users in-home [10].

Less 5G Support and Larger Terminal Workload
In this scenario, the major tasks are processed in the mobile
terminal and local cloudlet, while only the resource-intensive
tasks are offloaded to the remote cloud.
Emotional data collection: Only the physiological data are
collected by the mobile terminal and transmitted to the
remote cloud for emotional analysis. Unless necessary, the
emotional multimedia data collection task should not be performed in the local cloudlet.
Emotional data analysis: Because the emotional data has
relatively low dimensions, it is easier to analyze. Emotion
detection can be quickly sent to the local cloudlet.
Resource cognition: According to the emotion detection
received, in the local cloudlet, a temporary user-centric feedback system can be organized after resource cognition.
Emotion-aware action feedback: Resources provided by the
mobile terminal and the local cloudlet collaboratively serve
the users to support emotion-aware feedback.
Compared with the former scenario, although the provided
QoE level may be relatively lower, this scenario is weakly
dependent on 5G, thus ensuring that EMC provides the basic
functions even in a poor wireless network environment. For
example, with less 5G support and larger terminal workload,
rich media healthcare applications, such as medical emergency
handling, telehealth education, and help-on-demand healthcare video delivery, are available to provide professional and
rapid service.
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Conclusion
The recent advances in 5G enable higher network capacity and
more powerful access capability. More important, 5G provides
an enhanced technology to enable a new class of rich user-centric mobile applications and services. In this article we proposed to integrate resource-intensive affective computing with
mobile applications, while leveraging mobile cloud computing
to enhance the capability of mobile devices. The goal was to
provide personalized, human-centric, intelligent emotion-aware
services. We identified an interesting research topic of maximizing users’ QoE while optimizing resource allocation among
the mobile terminal, local cloudlet, and remote cloud, under
dynamic network environments. However, the current design
does not consider the privacy and security issues of user data
in the multi-dimensional emotional data collection process. In
addition, it would also be interesting to consider whether the
existing mobile application architecture can meet the requirements of EMC service model. These are interesting problems
to be investigated in our future work.
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